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WinAIO Maker Professional Crack + Free Download (2022)

WinAIO Maker Professional Cracked Accounts provides you with an advanced application intended for managing and editing WIM images, a file format introduced with Windows Vista, containing detailed information on the OS configuration. The program is compatible with all WIM images and can be used for generating an installation media with multiple OS versions, 32-bit or 64-bit architectures.
It allows you to rename the OS inside the file, customize the Windows setup procedure, add it a description, delete images and save the output. There are several modules that you can work with. Several WIM files can be imported in order to create a AIO DVD with multiple architectures, while the application also allows you to save all the WIM changes to a ISO file. The x64 recovery mode can be
activated into AIO images and a bootable ISO image can be generated using the 'Folder2ISO' module. Additional functions of WinAIO Maker Professional Cracked Version allow it to extract an ISO image to a folder or create a bootable USB disk by importing the contents of a folder that includes Windows setup files. It also features DVD burning capabilities, enabling you to easily create a disc
containing your ISO file. The built-in hash calculator enables you to compute the MD5, SHA-1 and CRC-32 codes of any file in your computer, in order to verify its integrity. The 'AutoAIO' module is used for automatically generating an all-in-one ISO from x86 and x64 images of the same operating system, while the 'DVDToISO' option is designed for writing an image of the DVD drive. In case you
want to return to the default settings and configuration, the 'Reset App' button is at your disposal. Relying on a powerful technology, WinAIO Maker Professional 2022 Crack allows you to handle images inside the Windows Imaging Format, allowing you to create bootable USB devices and images. Rating: 5 out of 5 Share: Windows Imaging Format (WIM) is a file type in Windows Vista that supports
multiple Windows OS versions for one installation media. It can be used to store a database of all the setup tools and files that are needed to complete the installation. The WIM format is similar to the other imaging formats such as ISO, IMG and BIN. All these formats have the same basic structure, and a single WIM file can contain multiple ISO images or other images as well. When you create a W
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The Windows Imaging Format is a file format introduced with Windows Vista which contains detailed information on the OS configuration. WinAIO Maker Professional is the ideal tool to work with it, allowing you to create bootable USB devices, burn discs or extract ISO images. Main features: -Multi-architecture AIO -Saves all WIM changes to ISO file -Create bootable USB devices -Burn discs or
create ISO images -Extract ISO images to folders or the drive -Hash calculator -Supports x86 and x64 images -Reset to defaults -Manage import / export data WinAIO Maker Professional - Advanced Image ToolsWinAIO Maker Professional provides you with an advanced application intended for managing and editing WIM images, a file format introduced with Windows Vista, containing detailed
information on the OS configuration. The program is compatible with all WIM images and can be used for generating an installation media with multiple OS versions, 32-bit or 64-bit architectures. It allows you to rename the OS inside the file, customize the Windows setup procedure, add it a description, delete images and save the output. There are several modules that you can work with. Several WIM
files can be imported in order to create a AIO DVD with multiple architectures, while the application also allows you to save all the WIM changes to a ISO file. The x64 recovery mode can be activated into AIO images and a bootable ISO image can be generated using the 'Folder2ISO' module. Additional functions of WinAIO Maker Professional allow it to extract an ISO image to a folder or create a
bootable USB disk by importing the contents of a folder that includes Windows setup files. It also features DVD burning capabilities, enabling you to easily create a disc containing your ISO file. The built-in hash calculator enables you to compute the MD5, SHA-1 and CRC-32 codes of any file in your computer, in order to verify its integrity. The 'AutoAIO' module is used for automatically generating
an all-in-one ISO from x86 and x64 images of the same operating system, while the 'DVDToISO' option is designed for writing an image of the DVD drive. In case you want to return to the default settings and configuration, the 'Reset App' button is at your disposal. Relying on a powerful technology, WinAIO Maker Professional allows you to handle images inside the 1d6a3396d6
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► Features - Import and extract images for x86 and x64 - Make a bootable ISO with your images - Generate a bootable DVD with your images - Make a bootable USB with your images - Burn a DVD from ISO files - Burn a DVD from files in ISO images - Burn a DVD from images with files in ISO images - Add a description - Rename OS image - Add a signature - Delete images - Save the output -
Hash calculation for verification - X64 recovery mode - Test how your computer handles x64 images - Bootable CD with your images - Bootable USB with your images - Create a bootable USB with the contents of a folder - Convert.iso to.img - Convert.img to.iso - Convert.img to.exe - Convert.exe to.iso - Convert.exe to.img - Convert.img to.exe - Convert.img to.iso - Convert.iso to.img - Convert.iso
to.exe - Convert.exe to.iso - Convert.exe to.img - Convert.img to.exe - Convert.img to.iso - Convert.exe to.img - Convert.exe to.iso - Convert.exe to.img - Convert.img to.exe - Convert.exe to.iso - Burn the disc - Burn the disc from an ISO image - Burn the DVD - Burn the DVD from an ISO image - Burn the DVD from files in ISO images - Burn the DVD from images with files in ISO images - Burn
the DVD from a folder with files in ISO images - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images - Burn the DVD from an ISO image to a folder - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images to a folder - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images to a folder - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images to
a folder - Burn the DVD from an ISO image to a folder - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images to a folder - Burn the DVD from an image with files in ISO images to a folder - Create a bootable USB disk - Create a bootable USB with the contents of a folder - Create

What's New In WinAIO Maker Professional?

WinAIO Maker Professional provides you with an advanced application intended for managing and editing WIM images, a file format introduced with Windows Vista, containing detailed information on the OS configuration. The program is compatible with all WIM images and can be used for generating an installation media with multiple OS versions, 32-bit or 64-bit architectures. It allows you to
rename the OS inside the file, customize the Windows setup procedure, add it a description, delete images and save the output. There are several modules that you can work with. Several WIM files can be imported in order to create a AIO DVD with multiple architectures, while the application also allows you to save all the WIM changes to a ISO file. The x64 recovery mode can be activated into AIO
images and a bootable ISO image can be generated using the 'Folder2ISO' module. Additional functions of WinAIO Maker Professional allow it to extract an ISO image to a folder or create a bootable USB disk by importing the contents of a folder that includes Windows setup files. It also features DVD burning capabilities, enabling you to easily create a disc containing your ISO file. The built-in hash
calculator enables you to compute the MD5, SHA-1 and CRC-32 codes of any file in your computer, in order to verify its integrity. The 'AutoAIO' module is used for automatically generating an all-in-one ISO from x86 and x64 images of the same operating system, while the 'DVDToISO' option is designed for writing an image of the DVD drive. In case you want to return to the default settings and
configuration, the 'Reset App' button is at your disposal. Relying on a powerful technology, WinAIO Maker Professional allows you to handle images inside the Windows Imaging Format, allowing you to create bootable USB devices and images. Description: With WinAIO Desktop Recovery, you can recover an entire operating system from a single file. It supports almost all Windows operating
systems, including Windows 10. It works on all versions of Windows (Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019) on any computer. It saves your time and money by supporting a variety of file systems, such as NTFS, FAT32, exFAT, and so on. It
supports three kinds of modes, including the Windows 10 Start Button mode, the Windows 7 Start Button mode, and the Windows 8 Start Button mode. With the Windows 10 Start Button mode, you can boot the operating system using the Windows 10 Start Button, and recover your Windows 10 OS as it is. With the
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System Requirements:

DirectX 11 or later Minimum System Requirements: Operating System: Windows 7 / Vista / XP 32-bit Windows 10 64-bit Minimum Requirements: Processor: Intel i5-4590 AMD FX-8120 Minimum Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 / AMD Radeon RX 460 Minimum RAM: 8 GB Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 / AMD Radeon RX 470 Additional Notes: - Requires DX11 or higher
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